When Service Orientation was introduced as the solution for retaining and rehabilitating legacy assets, both researchers and practitioners proposed techniques, methods, and guidelines for SOA migration. With so much hype surrounding SOA, it is not surprising that the concept was interpreted in many different ways, and consequently, different approaches to SOA migration were proposed. Accordingly, soon there was an abundance of methods that were hard to compare and eventually adopt. Against this backdrop, this paper reports on a systematic literature review that was conducted to extract the categories of SOA migration proposed by the research community. We provide the state-of-the-art in SOA migration approaches, and discuss categories of activities carried out and knowledge elements used or produced in those approaches. From such categorization, we derive a reference model, called SOA migration frame of reference, that can be used for selecting and defining SOA migration approaches. As a co-product of the analysis, we shed light on how SOA migration is perceived in the field, which further points to promising future research directions.
INTRODUCTION
Service Orientation promises to rehabilitate pre-existing legacy assets by encapsulating them as addedvalue services. Such services embed business functions from legacy assets on diverse hardware and software platforms. Some of those legacy assets may be legacy systems while others could be technically healthy and value-adding applications, business processes, or data of an enterprise. Migrating those legacy assets into services that can smoothly operate with modern technology has become one of the major challenges of service engineering methodologies [1, 2] .
Over the last decade, migration to services has received much attention in both academia and practice. With so much hype surrounding SOA, it is not surprising that researchers interpreted the concept in many different ways and proposed different approaches to SOA migration. Moreover, the many approaches were developed to pursue very different goals. Accordingly, those approaches in their descriptions have different terminology and focus. Some of the differences, however, are essential. Such essential differences include approaches designed for modernizing legacy code through automatic code transformation versus approaches for reengineering pre-existing business processes interacting with stakeholders, approaches with main focus on reverse engineering versus approaches for forward engineering ideal services while taking existing code as a reference.
On the other hand, migration approaches must have much in common as they deal with the same basic problem, and emphasize similar goals. For example, many approaches, which possibly use different terminology and are designed in various domains, deal with the single problem of dealing Figure 1 gives an example of a two-view migration approach. The knowledge view ( Figure 1A) indicates the input and output knowledge elements. The available knowledge is shown in white, and the required knowledge that is not available is in gray. The knowledge conversions, shown using arrows, indicate what input knowledge is required to create a certain output. The conceptual framework behind knowledge view is presented in Section 2.2.
A B The activity view ( Figure 1B ) represents the activities covered by the migration approach. The conceptual framework behind the knowledge view is introduced in Section 2.3.
The meta-model presented in Figure 2 represents the concepts of the two-view migration approach and their relationships. The meta-model shows that the two views are interrelated. In the following, we further explain these concepts in both views. We point out to the concepts of the meta-model in typewriter (e.g., activity).
A framework for representing knowledge view
The knowledge framework shown in Figure 3 is a skeleton of generic knowledge elements and knowledge conversions that shape and drive the migration. In the following, we describe these categories. 2.2.0.1. Categories of knowledge elements. As shown in Figure 3 , knowledge elements are classified into four categories. This categorization stems from the following generic distinctions in knowledge elements: (i) the distinction between tacit and explicit knowledge and (ii) distinction between problem-related and solution-related knowledge. Related to the first distinction, Nonaka and Takeuchi [11] refer to two main types of knowledge, tacit and explicit. Tacit knowledge is a type of knowledge that a human is not able to express explicitly, but is guiding the behavior of the human. Explicit knowledge is knowledge that we can represent, for example, in reports, books, talks, or other formal or informal communication. The distinction between problem-related knowledge and solution-related knowledge has been pointed out in a number of related works [12, 13] . We define these two types of knowledge as follows: (a) problem-related knowledge regards the type of knowledge presenting the analysis of the problem, the problem decomposition, and the world in which it is located; (b) solution-related knowledge addresses the solution to a specific problem domain. Because the two distinctions are orthogonal, the combination of the two results in the following four generic categories of knowledge are illustrated as quadrants in Figure 3 .
Categories of knowledge conversions.
Based on the categories of knowledge elements presented in Figure 3 , in total, there are 16 possible types of knowledge conversion that are determined by pairing one of the four conversions between tacit and explicit with one of the four conversions between problem-related and solution-related knowledge. To illustrate the knowledge conversions between tacit and explicit, we use the terms introduced by Nonaka and Takeuchi [11] Figure 2. Meta-model of two-view approach representation.
Pilot study
The goal of the pilot study was to execute the protocol on one of the libraries (IEEE Xplore) and check if the protocol was generally rigorous enough and to improve it where necessary. We initially developed the search string inspired by relevant literature and prior systematic reviews in the field of SOA [18] . In order to validate the search string, we ran the string on IEEE Xplore library and checked if the search string can detect a pilot set of 25 known relevant studies. The pilot study uncovered the problems with the search string as it overlooked some of the known studies. For example, the term 're-use' was not included in the initial search string, and the pilot study served to include this term to include known studies. In addition, the pilot study served to identify and add the alternative spellings of a specific term (re-engineering and reengineering). To make sure that the data analysis method best fits this study, we consulted an expert in qualitative data analysis methods. Finally, the resulting protocol was checked by senior researchers experienced in software engineering and systematic reviews. The feedback helped us to improve the protocol. Examples are tuning the inclusion/exclusion criteria and better formalizing the data extraction.
3.1.1. Research questions. The systematic review aimed at extracting the categories of SOA migration approaches. To achieve this goal, we defined the following research questions:
What approaches regarding legacy to SOA migration have been proposed in research community so far? In particular, the following aspects facilitate characterizing the SOA migration approaches:
• (RQ-I) What are the activities carried out?
• (RQ-II) What is the sequencing of the activities?
• (RQ-III) What are the knowledge elements that are used and produced? 3.1.2. Search strategy. As the first step of systematic search, three main keywords were built from our research question, namely: migration, legacy assets, and SOA. Furthermore, for each keyword, a set of related terms addressing synonyms and alternative spellings were identified. Based on the keywords and their related terms we defined the following search string:
(SOA or 'service-oriented' or 'service-computing' or 'service-based' or 'service-centric' or 'service' or 'service-engineering' or SOSE) AND ('legacy code' or 'legacy system' or 'existing system' or 'legacy component' or 'existing code' or 'existing asset' or 'existing component' or 'pre-existing code' or 'pre-existing system' or 'pre-existing component' or 'legacy software' or 'existing software' or 'pre-existing software') AND (migration or modernization or modernisation or transformation or reengineering or re-engineer or evolving or reuse or 'service mining' or 'service identification' or 'service extraction') Data sources We used the following libraries as main resources: IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, ISI Web of Knowledge, SpringerLink, ScienceDirect, and Wiley InterScience Journal Finder. ), we decided to set 2000 as the start date to minimize the chance of overlooking relevant studies. This implies that a study is selected as a candidate study if it contains the search terms in the abstract and is published between Jan 1, 2000 and Dec 31, 2013 (i. e., when this review was conducted). We applied the search terms to titles and abstracts considering that they provide a concise summary of the work. This decision was validated by running the search string on data sources and checking if the pilot studies are retrieved. Because of lack of standardization between the digital libraries, we had to adapt the search string for each data source. To ensure that search strings are adapted correctly, two reviewers independently ran the search process, and this way, the overlooked articles were identified. International Workshop on Service-Oriented System Engineering 3.1.3. Selection of primary studies. Articles that satisfied the following inclusion criteria were selected as a primary study.
Search process
• (I1) A study that proposes approaches addressing migration of legacy assets to services.
Rationale: We are interested in studies that are about SOA migration.
• (I2) A study that is developed by either of academics and practitioners. Rationale: Both academic and industrial migration approaches are relevant to this study.
• (I3) A study that is published in software engineering field. Rationale: We seek for approaches specifically addressing migration of pre-existing software to services.
• (I3) A study that is peer-reviewed. Rationale: A peer-reviewed paper guarantees a certain level of quality and contains reasonable amount of content.
• (I4) A study that is written in English. Rationale: For feasibility reasons, papers written in other languages than English were decided to be excluded.
Studies that met the following criteria were excluded from the review:
• (E1) A study that is not about migration to services. Rationale: Studies that support migration to other types of target systems (not to service-based) should be excluded.
• (E2) A study that does not address migration from existing legacy assets. Rationale: Studies that do not address migration, that is, reuse of pre-existing assets needs to be excluded.
• (E3) A study that does not specifically propose a solution for migration. Rationale: Studies that do not specifically provide a solution for the migration problem must be excluded. For instance, studies presenting challenges on SOA migration are out of scope of this work.
3.1.4. Included and excluded studies. In total, we found 501 publications, whose abstracts contain the keywords defined in the search string. As shown in Figure 4 , out of 501 papers, only 170 studies that appeared to be completely irrelevant were excluded based on their title. At the second stage, by applying inclusion/exclusion criteria on the abstracts, 136 studies were included. We found that abstracts could provide little information and consequently it was not always obvious that the study provides a specific approach for SOA migration. Therefore, in this stage, we included all studies that focus on SOA migration. Finally, the full text of studies was reviewed against the inclusion/exclusion criteria and 84 papers were included in our review. Although we identified 84 articles by this search process, some articles were earlier or short versions of other articles. If the same migration approach were included in multiple publications, it could bias the results as a single approach is considered as multiple primary studies. To resolve this issue, we examined the publications written by the same set of authors and affiliations to see if they were reporting the same migration approach. In total, 9 papers were excluded on this basis and the publication that was more complete was included. We further looked for the publications that represent the same approach that none of them is more complete but they are complementary. None of the studies fell under this category. Thus, we ended up with 75 primary studies.
3.1.5. Search result management. The reference details of each study was recorded using JabRef [19] . For each subsequent stage of the selection process, described in the following, a separate JabRef database was established.
3.1.6. Quality assessment of primary studies. We ranked the primary studies considering their level of applicability in practice. This can bring insight into the extent to which the SOA migration approaches proposed in the primary studies are likely to be applicable in practice. We used the three following scales to assess the applicability of the primary studies:
• Medium: The proposed approach is explained and discussed using descriptive examples.
• Low: The approach is not applied in practice, nor is its applicability in practice exemplified.
Data extraction
Data from the 75 primary studies was extracted and stored in an extraction form (Table A.I in  Appendix) . The extraction forms helped us to store details of the primary studies as well as their migration approach. Regarding the migration approach, the summary of the approach, the activities, and their input/output knowledge elements were recorded in the data extraction forms.
Data analysis method
This study seeks for categorization of migration approaches based on the views of activity and knowledge. To this end, we mapped each of the migration approaches on the two views. The question that we faced was how to systematically analyze and map the primary studies in such a way that the meaningful categorizations are determined. We chose coding [20] as our qualitative analysis method. To carry out the mappings systematically, we devised the coding procedure represented in Figure 5 .
Codes For creating the codes, we followed the suggestion of Miles and Huberman [20] , namely, to have an initial set of codes, called 'start-list', that is, refined during the analysis. Our start-list stems from an SOA migration framework (called SOA-MF), described in Section 2.3. For each of the comprising activities of SOA-MF, shown in rounded rectangles in Figure 1 , a code was created (e.g., for the activity Code analysis the code ACT-CoAn was created). Based on the categorization of knowledge presented in Section 4.4.1, we created a code for each of the categories, namely, problem-related, solution-related, tacit, and explicit. Coding procedure Inspired by the procedure proposed by Lincoln and Guba [21] , we devised a coding procedure to systematically codify the primary studies and refine the codes when needed. By codifying the primary studies using the start-list in a step-by-step manner, the coding procedure enables identifying the two-view representation of each study. Furthermore, each step of the procedure guides the relevant refinements to the code as described in the following.
• Step 1: Filling-in activities (RQ-I). This step codifies the activities involved in the migration. Filling in refers to attaching codes to activities and creating new codes when needed. Accordingly, if an activity did not fit any of the existing codes, a relevant code was added. For instance, initially a code representing the code transformation activity did not exist, because it was originated from the existing theory on architectural recovery [15] that did not consider transformation at code level. During the early stages of this analysis, we observed that there are some migration approaches that translate the legacy code to Web services. In order to characterize such approaches, a code called 'code transformation activity' was added. Eventually, the code transformation activity was added to the transformation process of SOA-MF as well ( Figure 8A ). • Step 2: Filling-in/surfacing knowledge elements (RQ-III). The second step codifies the input/output knowledge elements of activities. This way, the knowledge elements that are used and/or produced throughout the migration approach are extracted. Surfacing, as the name implies, accounted for grouping codes into categories and/or the emergence of new categories of knowledge elements.
• Step 3: Filling-in/surfacing knowledge conversions (RQ-III). Once the knowledge elements used in each study are identified, this step identifies the interactions among those knowledge elements. By further surfacing the knowledge conversions, the new categories are identified. •
Step 4: Filling-in/surfacing sequencing of activities (RQ-II). The fourth step identifies the sequence of activities as well as the categories related to types of sequencing.
• Step 5: Bridging patterns. The last step discovers the patterns among the categories in each of the activity view and the knowledge view.
Conducting coding procedure Once the codes and coding procedure were decided, the analysis could be undertaken. We went through the primary studies and applied the steps. By following the first four steps, we were able to identify the two-view migration approach of each of the primary studies. Once all the primary studies were codified, by undertaking step 5, general findings were obtained. In the succeeding texts, we describe in detail how each step was undertaken.
By following step 1 of our coding procedure, we labeled each activity using the relevant codes. As it is evident from the description of the activities in Table A .II, each activity is considered as a transformation of a specific input to a specific output. For instance, an activity (or series of activities) that transforms a code to a legacy element should be codified as code analysis. By codifying the activities of all primary studies, we identified the coverage of activities of each migration approach on SOA-MF. By doing this, we were able to identify the activity view of each primary study.
Following step 2, we coded each identified knowledge element and then mapped it to the categories of the knowledge elements introduced in Section 2.2 (i.e., filling in). By comparing and studying the coded element and consequently identifying new categories, we further classified the knowledge elements (i.e., surfacing). For instance, by comparing and categorizing different types of knowledge describing the system implementation, we identified four main types as illustrated in Figure 14 . These new categories are described in Section 4.4.1.
In step 3, we filled in the knowledge conversions. By comparing the knowledge conversions, we identified different categories of conversions. These categories are described in Section 4.4.2.
In step 4, we captured the sequencing of activities by extracting the ordering of knowledge conversions identified in the previous step. As an example, the sequencing of activities shown in Figure 8B (F4(b)) was recognized by identifying the following knowledge conversions: Code → Design Model → Service Model → Service Implementation. In short, we identified two categories of sequencing, which we describe in Section 4.3.
In step 5, we went through the activity and knowledge views of all primary studies and searched for meaningful patterns in types of migration approaches. As a result, we identified a number of interesting observations and lessons learned. This is the topic of Section 6.2.
RESULTS
By analyzing the 75 primary studies, we answered our three research questions. In the following, we first present an overview of the primary studies. Then, we answer each of the research questions. Figure 6 reveals what we call SOA Migration Cycle. This cycle recalls the Gartner hype cycle [22] (both illustrated in Figure 7 ). While the Gartner Hype Cycle (thicker line in the figure) presents the maturity level of the emerging technology and its application (here SOA technology), the SOA Migration Cycle represents the number of papers published on this topic.
Overview of the included studies
Using the two cycles, we explain the distribution of the primary studies over years as follows. When SOA faced peak of inflated expectations, researchers were ambitious to devise SOA migration approaches. Shortly after, SOA quickly fell into a period of disillusionment, marked by a considerable decrease in the number of papers. This is followed by enlightenment phase of SOAwhen there is increasing awareness about how the SOA can benefit enterprises -where we observe increasing interest on the SOA migration topic. Table I gives a breakdown of where the primary studies are published.
Primary studies resources.
4.1.0.3. Quality of the primary studies. As noted, we assessed the quality of primary studies based on the extent to which the SOA migration approaches proposed in the primary studies are likely to be applicable in practice. In this regard, most of the primary studies have included some type of evaluation of their applicability. In total, 14 out of 75 primary studies did not provide any explanation on the applicability of the approaches. Fifteen of the primary studies described the approach with example case studies. Forty-six of the primary studies were applied in real-world case studies and experiments. 
RQ-I-What activities are carried out in SOA migration?
By following step 1 of our coding procedure, we identified the activity view of each primary study. Figure 8 illustrates the schematic forms of activity views. As an example, F4(b) is a schematic form of the activity view shown in Figure 8B . By thoroughly analyzing the activity views, we identified a set of meaningful relationships among the approaches with graphically similar views and their migration objectives and solutions. For instance, the migration approaches that have an activity view similar to the one schematically shown in F1(a) in Figure 8C provide a common solution for migration (i.e., translating or wrapping the legacy system as-a-whole to a service). More precisely, thanks to SOA-MF, the migration approaches that include conceptually similar activities, have graphically similar activity views as well. By considering similar SOA-MF coverage patterns, we clustered different migration approaches into eight distinct families of SOA migration approaches. Figure 8C illustrates the schematic form of distinguished activity views that are dedicated to each family. The families, as shown in Figure 9 , have various sizes. Table A .IV in Appendix, detailing the families, reveals that 28% primary studies fall into F4 family, whereas only 4% of primary studies belong to F7 family. In the remainder of this section, we describe each family in the following way: (1) the family at a glance provides a general description of 'what the activity view of each family implies', and (2) the observations include explanation of the observations related to 'what migration entails' in each family.
Code transformation family (F1).
Family at a glance The activity view representing this family (simplified in Figure 8C , F1(a)), reflects the following feature: out of the three processes, the migration approach is limited to transformation at system level. Accordingly, the existing legacy code is transformed to service-based implementation.
Observations In this family, migration entails moving the legacy system as-a-whole to a serviceoriented platform or technology, without decomposing the existing system. We identified two main categories in this family: (1) transforming the whole code to Web services (e.g., Varga et al. and (2) wrapping the whole application as a Web service [24] . The problem addressed by the first category is to translate a legacy code to a Web service implementation. The second category embraces encapsulating the interfaces of the existing application to a (Web) service interface.
Service identification family (F2).
Family at a glance In this family, the transformation process is not covered, meaning that reshaping of the legacy elements to service-based elements is not realized. The reverse engineering process is carried out in all family members, while forward engineering occurs only in some ( Figure 8C , F2(c and d)).
Observations In this, family migration is limited to the identification of the candidate services in the existing legacy assets. This family uses reengineering activities to identify the elements that are candidates for migration to SOA.
Business model transformation family (F3).
Family at a glance In this family, the reverse engineering and the forward engineering processes are not covered. Migration is realized by the transformation process, carried out at concept level.
Observations Based on the types of transformation at concept level, we found two main categories in this family: (1) approaches providing a meta-process for migration (e.g., [25] [26] [27] ) and (2) approaches with business process reengineering, for example, [28] . The main goal of the metaprocess category is to support the decision regarding 'how to perform migration'. The constituent activities of these approaches support decision making on the migration approach itself. Due to the orthogonal view of this category on the migration approach, we recognize this category as a 'meta-process'. Despite having the same coverage pattern on SOA-MF as the first category, we found that the business process reengineering category of this family reflects a different perspective on SOA migration: altering the business process of the existing legacy assets to serve as a basis for top-down service development. The difference among these two categories motivates a refinement to SOA-MF. Such extension is addressed in [8] as orthogonal activities about how to plan migration.
Design element transformation family (F4).
In this family, the transformation process only occurs at 'basic design element' level (e.g., modules or classes). Similarly, reverse and forward engineering processes, if covered, are also limited to this level.
Observations Migration in this family is limited to reshaping the existing legacy elements to the service-based elements. More precisely, a set of legacy elements, extracted by means of the 'code analysis' activity or simply known beforehand, are transferred to a set of services or service-based elements. For instance, a 'component specification' is altered to 'service specification' (e.g., Li et al. [29] ), or a 'module' is reshaped to a 'service' (e.g., Sneed [30] ) or 'segment of code in the persistence layer' is transformed to a 'data service' (e.g., del Castillo et al. [31] ).
Forward engineering family (F5).
Family at a glance This family fully covers the forward engineering process, whereas transformation and reverse engineering processes occur at 'basic design element' level.
Observations The main focus of this family is on development of service-based systems starting from the desired business processes. This family uses the reverse engineering only to locate the functionality of services identified in forward engineering process. As such the migration entails Top-Down servicebased development while locating the realization of the required business functionalities and transforming them to services.
Design and composite element transformation family (F6).
Family at a glance The three migration processes occur in the two levels of the 'basic design element' and 'composite design element', meaning that the members include both design element and composition transformations.
Observations What characterizes this family is having transformation at both level of 'basic design element' and 'composite design element'. This entails altering legacy elements to services (i.e., design element transformation) as well as reshaping the structure and the topology of legacy elements to realize new service compositions (i.e., composition transformation). Migration, here, embraces recovering and refactoring of the legacy architecture to the service-oriented architecture as well as reshaping the legacy elements to service-based elements.
Pattern-based composition transformation family (F7).
Family at a glance Migration only includes the transformation process at 'composite design element' level. This implies that the architecture of the existing system is altered or configured into the servicebased architecture.
Observations A common feature in this family is using 'patterns' for transforming the existing architecture to service-based architecture. Patterns are inherently reusable solutions that are here used to extract services or facilitate transformations of legacy elements to services. Migration here entails pattern-based architectural transformation to SOA.
Forward engineering with gap analysis family (F8).
Family at a glance The transformation process, in this family, occurs in the three levels of 'concept', 'composite design element', and 'basic design element'. As shown in Figure 8C (F8(a)), the forward engineering process covers the activities of 'service analysis' and 'service design' whereas the reverse engineering process is not covered.
Observations This family mainly focuses on top-down service development, starting from extraction of the business model of the target system and further designing service compositions and services. What distinguishes this family from pure top-down service development approaches is that at each abstraction level (including concept, composition, and design level) a comparison (a gap analysis) among the new and the pre-existing artifacts occurs. This comparison serves to assess how the desired business services can be realized by exploiting pre-existing capabilities. The migration here entails Top-Down service development while assessing the reuse opportunities at all abstraction levels.
RQ-II-What is the sequencing of the activities?
The previous section described what activities are covered in the primary studies. Here, we focus on the order in which the covered activities are carried out. Following step 4 of the coding procedure, we identified the sequencing of the activities of each migration approach. In doing this, we observed dissimilar sequencings in the approaches that are composed of similar activities. Figure 10 illustrates some examples of different sequencing on the schematic shapes. Considering the graphical representation of the sequencings, we observed two main categories in the primary studies: arch-shaped and bowl-shaped approaches.
1. Arch-shaped approaches. The sequencing of activities in this category resembles an arch (Figure 10 ), starting from reverse engineering process. Arch-shaped approaches share the following similarity: the As-Is state (characterized by legacy assets) is what drives the migration. Moreover, we found that the arch-shaped approaches aim at renovating the existing legacy system to reconstitute it in the new form of SOA. Consequently, they mainly focus on how to adapt the legacy assets to the SOA environment. To this end, the reverse engineering process realizes understanding of the existing system; transformation process specifies how to restructure the legacy assets while the forward engineering process realizes the restructuring. 2. Bowl-shaped approaches. The illustration of the knowledge conversions on the mappings has a shape similar to a bowl ( Figure 11 ). Unlike the arch-shaped approaches, the bowl-shaped ones start from the forward engineering process. The To-Be state (characterized by requirements or properties of service-based system) is the main driver of the migration. Here, the main goal of migration is to facilitate reuse in building new service-based systems. This goal changes the order in which the three processes are carried out. Accordingly, the forward engineering process realizes the service-based development; to do so, the reverse engineering process facilitates identifying reusable legacy assets and the transformation process reshapes the legacy elements to service-based elements. When making compromises, there are some approaches that give priority to To-Be state and as such are driven by characteristics of ideal state.
As shown in Table A .V, 65% of the primary studies are arch-shaped. Considering the families, all the members of F1 and F4 family are arch-shaped, as they are only driven by the As-Is state ( Figure 9 ). Being in minority (35%), bowl-shaped approaches only dominate F5 and F8 families, which are driven by the To-Be state. Figure 12 illustrates a detailed overview of the distribution of primary studies among families and bowl-shaped or arch-shaped sequencing. By following steps 2 and 3 of our coding procedure, we identified the knowledge view of each primary study. The knowledge view frames two aspects: (i) what knowledge elements are used in the migration, Figure 11 . Bowl-shaped approaches. 4 Because the meta-process category of F3 family addresses SOA migration at meta-process level, the arch-shaped or bowl-shaped categorization is not applicable to the members of this family. and (ii) how those elements are created. By comparing and categorizing the knowledge views, we obtained the knowledge elements that are typically used or produced in the different migration approaches, as well as the types of knowledge conversions that underlie creating new knowledge. This is the topic of this section in which the typical knowledge elements and knowledge conversions in SOA migration are discussed. Figure 13 schematically represents the generic knowledge elements found in the primary studies. Using the categorization introduced in Section 2.2, we classified the knowledge elements into four categories over the two dimensions of (i) tacit versus explicit knowledge and (ii) problem-related versus solution-related knowledge. In the rest of this section, we will describe each of these categories and their constituent knowledge elements. Figures 14-16 together represent the conceptual models of the knowledge elements and the associations among them. It should be noted that these conceptual models do not cover all possible knowledge elements that can shape the migration, but it only illustrates the ones that were observed in the primary studies. 4.4.1.1. Solution-related explicit knowledge. This category encompasses all externalized knowledge addressing design and implementation of both pre-existing and target systems. This category is itself categorized into code-related and design-related knowledge.
Knowledge elements.
1. Code-related knowledge. We found that more than 50% of the migration approaches use knowledge about the implementation of both legacy and target service-based systems, which constitute an important source of knowledge for migration ( [37] ) and the code itself (e.g., Sneed et al. [35] ). 2. Design-related knowledge. The knowledge explaining the design of both the pre-existing system (i.e., As-Is design) and the target service-based system (i.e., To-Be design) is one of the key inputs of migration approaches. Different migration approaches focus on different aspects of software design. For instance, to select the legacy elements to be migrated as a service, some approaches take the functional decomposition of legacy components (components model) as knowledge input whereas some others use the interactions between parts of the legacy system (interaction model). This type of knowledge is design information that is recorded within the software design descriptions. The software design is described using different design elements ( Figure 15 ). 
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(a) Design elements, each addressing a different aspect of design and are composed of various design entities. Design entities capture key elements of a software design. Examples of design entities include, but are not limited to, the following: components, connectors, classes, libraries, modules, and data stores. We found the following types of design elements and their constituent design entities (Table A. 
VII).
• Functional decomposition model: we found that decomposition of the software system into elements constitutes the key knowledge element of 29% of the primary studies. These studies use different models such as component models (e.g., Chen et al. [38] ; O'Brien et al. [32] ) or service models (e.g., Lewis and Smith [25] ; Chen et al. [39] ) to describe the decomposition of the software system into elements. They mainly use this knowledge to identify where a specific functionality is located.
• Structural model: describes the internal structure and organization of design by its constituent elements such as classes, interfaces, and their relationships. Twenty-seven percent of the migration approaches (e.g., del Castillo et al. [31] ; Canfora et al. [40] ) exploit this type of knowledge to reverse engineer or to localize a functionality in pre-existing systems. • Persistent data model: concerns data structures, data content, and data types. Examples of such design elements are conceptual data models (e.g., Li et al. [29] or database schemas, del Castillo et al. [31] ). This type of knowledge is mainly used by the approaches that aim at identification and extraction of data services.
• Interaction model: describes the nature of the interaction between different components and parties. Some migration approaches (e.g., El-Ramly et al. [41] ; Canfora et al. [40] ; Cuadrado et al. [36] ) exploit interaction models to identify candidate legacy elements for migration to SOA.
• Pattern: This type of knowledge addresses reusable design ideas as patterns. Patterns address the design ideas that can be reused in all three migration processes. Examples of these patterns are SOA patterns [42, 43] , design patterns [31, 44] , and architectural styles [32, 38, 45] .
(b) Design constraints, which specify a rule or restriction on design elements or provide characteristics of design elements, also shaped SOA migration approaches. We found that using different design constraints such as coupling or cohesion; the migration approaches specify the characteristic of legacy elements that are suitable to be migrated to services. For instance, the legacy elements that are loosely coupled [32, 36, 38, 46, 47] , or are well granular [38, 39, 48, 49] .
4.4.1.2. Problem-related explicit knowledge. This category pertains to problem domain knowledge, which has been made explicit mainly in the shape of models. Examples are business processes, business rules, requirements, and cost-benefit calculations. The problem-related knowledge addresses both the problem domain of the target service-based system as well as the problem domain realized in the pre-existing system. We observed three main types of knowledge representing the problem domain: requirements, quality requirements, and problem domain attributes (Table A. 
VIII).
Requirements address the functionality and behavior of the domain. Requirements are illustrated using different models, called problem elements. The problem elements are codified by two main types of models: structural and behavioral models. As an example, conceptual data models [37, 50] , business service blueprints [38] , and use cases [28] represent the structural problem decomposition of both pre-existing and target systems. Business processes, workflows, and scenarios represent the behavioral aspect of the problem [49, 51] .
Problem domain attributerepresents a characteristic or property of the problem domain or migration problem. Examples of the business domain properties include the following: cost of migration [25, 27] , feasibility of migration [38, 48] , and value of reuse [30, 40] .
Quality requirements specify the envisioned quality requirements of the target service-based system as well as those of the pre-existing system. We found very few approaches that address quality requirements in migration. Examples of such quality requirements are as follows: interoperability [52] , flexibility [52] , sustainability [36] , maintainability [36] , and configurability [47] .
4.4.1.3. Solution-related tacit knowledge. This category includes intangible knowledge of the practitioner, which is exploited to provide solutions at different stages of migration. For instance, in [53] , considering patterns of usage execution flows, the architects (out of experience) knows the services that are most reusable. Likewise, [29, 51] exploit tacit knowledge of the architect about the candidate legacy elements for migration. Overall, solution-related tacit knowledge was rarely observed in the primary studies.
Problem-related tacit knowledge.
This category includes problem domain knowledge about the existing or target system that are not explicitly codified, such as goals, existing assumptions, existing and future concerns, constraints, and existing business rules. A few primary studies rely on problem-related knowledge that remains tacit in stakeholders' minds [25, 27, 28, 49] .
Knowledge conversions.
Section 4.4.1 addressed the type of knowledge that are used in migration. In this section, we discuss the interactions and conversions between knowledge elements. Each migration approach can be seen as a series of knowledge conversions between tacit and explicit as well as solution-related and problem-related knowledge. As an example, the migration approach of Nguyen et al. [49] starts with capturing the tacit knowledge of most beneficial business functions and representing those business functions in a business service model (i.e., conversion of tacit to explicit). Next, the business service model is transformed to software service model (i.e., conversion of problem-related to solution-related knowledge). Section 2.2 introduced 16 categories of knowledge conversions. Out of these 16 conversions, 10 were found in the primary studies. Figure 19 presents those knowledge conversions using solid arrows that are further described in the following. Table A .IX in Appendix details the primary studies covering those categories of knowledge conversions. The knowledge conversions between tacit and explicit are called the following: socialization (tacit to tacit), externalization (tacit to explicit), internalization (explicit to tacit), and combination (explicit to explicit).
• Combination of problem-related knowledge. This type of conversion is used to explore the problem-space (related to both As-Is and to To-Be states) by combining the problem-related knowledge elements and creating new knowledge elements out of existing ones. For example, Umar and Zordan [27] create cost-benefit calculations of the target system out of the existing ones. Lewis and Smith [25] create service requirements out of goals and critical business processes. While exploration of problem space is crucial for determining the solution for migration, only 23% of the primary studies cover this type of conversion.
• Externalization of problem-related knowledge. This conversion relates to making tacit problemrelated knowledge explicit. Twenty-nine percent of the primary studies, as a part of their migration approach, address this conversion. Some externalize goals (Umar and Zordan [27] ), some business processes [37, 50, 54] , and some constraints [36, 52] .
• Combination of problem-related and solution-related knowledge. This conversion addresses transformation of explicit problem-related knowledge (e.g., business processes) to solution-related knowledge (e.g., service compositions). This type of conversion was observed frequently in the primary studies.
• Combination of solution-related knowledge. This conversion is about transforming a solutionrelated knowledge to another solution-related knowledge. For instance, within the reverse engineering activity, the existing legacy code or design (i.e., explicit solution-related knowledge) can be used to reconstruct the legacy architecture (e.g., Zhang et al. [47] ; Liu et al. [37] ; Canfora et al. [40] ). Another example of such conversion is when existing architecture is transformed to the target service composition (e.g., Arcelli et al. [44] ; Kannan and Srivastava [42] ; Pahl and Barrett [43] ). Not surprisingly, almost all of the primary studies covered this conversion.
• Externalization of problem-related to solution-related knowledge. This conversion reflects the transformation of tacit problem-related knowledge to explicit solution-related knowledge. For instance, within the reverse engineering process, tacit problem-related knowledge such as most beneficial business rules can be exploited to extract legacy elements with high reuse potential [30] . Also, this type of conversion occurs in forward engineering process when assumptions about business value of a service are used in candidate service identification [40] .
• Externalization of solution-related knowledge. This type of knowledge conversion occurs considerably in the SOA migration approaches in practice. As an example, an architect knows the legacy segments that are good candidates for SOA migration and comes up directly with the regarding service design. This conversion was observed in Li et al. [29] ; Alahmari et al. [51] .
• Internalization of problem-related knowledge. This conversion takes externalized knowledge and makes it into individual tacit knowledge in the form of know-how. We found a few primary studies (i.e., Lavery et al. [28] ; Lewis and Smith [25] ; Umar and Zordan [27] ) that embed this conversion in the form of learning the discrepancies and mismatches within existing legacy assets from the explicit, problem-related knowledge (e.g., existing business processes or business rules).
• Internalization of solution-related to problem-related knowledge. Explicit solution-related knowledge of the pre-existing legacy system may consequently lead to new ideas, insights, and goals concerning the target SOA environment. Only one study covers this type of conversion [55] .
• Internalization of solution-related knowledge. Based on experience, a software engineer could arrive directly from an existing solution in the legacy system to a solution in SOA environment. This way, the migration process skips the intermediate conversions between problem-related to solution-related knowledge (within forward engineering), and vice-versa (within reverse engineering). Consequently, the intermediate knowledge is never externalized. This kind of knowledge is thus tacit, because the software engineer 'just knows' it fits the problem. Nasr et al. [55] and Khadka et al. [56] entail this conversion.
• Combination of solution-related knowledge. Explicit solution-related knowledge of the pre-existing system such as existing architecture or design models are converted to the problem-related knowledge such as existing business processes. This type of knowledge conversion is associated with business process extraction activity within the reverse engineering [55] [56] [57] [58] .
SOA MIGRATION FRAME OF REFERENCE
The frame of reference for SOA migration we developed depicts the categories identified in this systematic literature review and introduced in Sections 4.2 and 4.4. As shown in Figure 17 , this frame of reference structures the categories of (i) the knowledge elements and the conversions among them and (ii) activities covered. The SOA migration frame of reference serves to select existing migration approaches, or even to drive the development of new approaches. In this regard, using this frame of reference one can define the two-view representation of the fitting approach for migration. In such a representation, the knowledge view frames the knowledge elements that are feasible and favorable to be made available while the activity view frames the activities that have to be carried out. Such knowledge and activity views characterize the suitable migration approaches (to be selected or newly defined). For selecting or defining a migration approach for a certain context, the frame of reference lends itself to a generic method in which first the knowledge view is defined. Next, by providing the link between knowledge and activity views, it helps to arrive from the knowledge view to the activity view. What lies in the heart of this link is the desired knowledge conversions and the migration families able to realize those conversions. Figure 17C shows the mapping of knowledge conversions and the families supporting those conversions. Here follows our reasoning behind this mapping.
The knowledge conversions between problem-related and solution-related knowledge are the key in identifying the required activities for migration. Considering the transformation process, for instance, in case the desired knowledge conversions reside in the solution space (e.g., modules are converted to Web services), then automatic transformations can be a candidate. This makes families supporting this type of transformation (e.g., F1, F4, and F5) suitable candidates for migration. On the other hand, if the transformation embraces the problem to problem conversion (e.g., conversion of legacy business processes to business services), a mapping mechanism (e.g., gap analysis) performed by experts is more suitable. This can be supported only by families covering transformation at top most level (i.e., F3 and F8). Figure 17C pairs the knowledge conversions and migration families. The schematic forms in this figure represent the activities that realize the conversions. For instance, arrow X (i.e., the generalized form of conversions c, j, e, and h) is paired with activities shown in bold in right hand of Figure 17C . These activities are covered only in Families F2, F5, and F8. It should be noted that the mapping of knowledge conversions and migration families is meant to narrow down the possible migration approaches. In the end, the selection of the approach requires careful consideration of characteristics goals of migration families.
To sum up, the SOA migration frame of reference would facilitate extracting the skeleton of the desired migration approach in the form of the two-view representation. Having the two-view representation at hand one can select and/or define the suitable migration approach that best fits the specific characteristics and needs of a certain case. This, however, should be carried out incrementally. The idea is that practitioners may explore, understand, and define knowledge to be used and the activities to be carried out, incrementally, as in different stages of the project they would focus on a subset of activities and knowledge. This reduces barriers of adoption by making it possible to gain value without needing to make a high investment in defining the complete approach at once. In the next section, we use the frame of reference to select an approach for a real-world migration case. 
Frame of reference application example
This section uses the frame of reference in an example migration case and determines the migration approach that fits the context and goals of that certain case. To provide a realistic example, we took a real-world migration case from earlier work on an industrial SOA migration [8] . In the following, we first introduce the example case and further exemplify the uses of the frame of reference in defining the fitting migration approach for this case.
5.1.1. Example case. For the sake of simplicity, some details of this case are ignored. Our example case is an enterprise that wants to replace a pre-existing system with a new service-based system. Although the ultimate goal is replacing the pre-existing system, yet the enterprise aims at reusing the pre-existing functionality of the legacy system. Consequently, the enterprise targets migration of the legacy system to SOA. In short, there are two main goals for this migration: (g1) to incorporate a set of new goals and requirements and (g2) to achieve flexibility. Moreover, the migration in this enterprise has the following characteristics:
• (c1) The knowledge about the pre-existing system mainly resides in the stakeholders' minds (e.g., maintainer, developer, and architect). As such, the stakeholders know what functionalities (as well as non-functionalities) are available, and where those functionalities are located in the legacy system. Documentations related to architecture description and database schema of the legacy system are still available.
• (c2) The availability of the legacy system is restricted to working hours, as the transactions are executed in batch after working hours.
• (c3) There is a local best practice for understanding the As-Is and To-Be states, that is, gaining understanding through extracting the information architecture (representing the business entities) and the functionality architecture (representing the business functionalities).
5.1.2.
Selecting the migration approach of the example case using the frame of reference.
1.
Identifying the knowledge elements. For defining the migration approach suitable for the example case, first the relevant knowledge elements need to be identified. To this aim, the knowledge elements shown in Figure 17A act as a checklist of relevant types of input knowledge. Using this checklist one could ask himself/herself whether each type of knowledge is available or whether it is desirable and feasible to be further produced. This way the knowledge elements driving the migration are identified. Based on the goals and characteristics explained previously, and by using the knowledge view of the frame of reference, we elicited the knowledge elements that have to be externalized in this migration example. The knowledge elements marked in white in Figure 18A exemplify the elements that would be already available in this certain example, whereas, the gray ones would indicate the knowledge elements that are currently unavailable.
As noted, to identify the relevant knowledge elements for a certain migration one needs to check the knowledge elements of each of the knowledge categories in Figure 17A (i.e., code-related, designrelated, and problem-related). For instance, in this example from the design-related knowledge category in Figure 17A , functional decomposition model is a relevant type of knowledge, which is already available in the form of architecture descriptions (see characteristic c1 in the example case). Thus, the architecture descriptions are available input knowledge that should be marked white in the knowledge view ( Figure 18A ). Likewise, persistent data model would be relevant for this example because database schema is available, which can facilitate extraction of services of type data. In summary, by acting as a checklist, the knowledge elements of the frame of reference ( Figure 17A ) aid to identify the input/output knowledge that would drive this example migration.
2. Identifying the knowledge conversions. After identifying the available and unavailable knowledge elements, one can decide on how to elicit the unavailable knowledge. If the unavailable knowledge is of type tacit then it might be desirable to either codify it (i.e., externalization) or to make it available (e.g., by keeping track of who knows what) while it still remains tacit in stakeholders' minds (socialization). In addition, if knowledge is unavailable one might decided to create it out of other knowledge (i.e., combination conversion mode). For instance, creating business services from business processes.
Similar to knowledge elements, the description of knowledge conversions plays the checklist role for identifying knowledge conversions. Consequently, the modes of knowledge conversion (i.e., externalization, combination, internalization, and socialization), covered in the example case are determined.
As an example, for As-Is and To-Be business processes ( Figure 18A ) we need to go from tacit to explicit (i. e., externalization mode). Explicit knowledge here takes the form of business process models. The conversion (b) is covered, because the business processes of both As-Is and To-Be states have to be modeled. In the same vein, information architecture and functionality architecture have to be externalized too.
To create the output knowledge elements we need to go from explicit to explicit knowledge, that is, to combine knowledge from different sources (i.e., combination mode). For instance, to create business services, we need to combine information architecture and functionality architecture (conversion (a)). Likewise, using the database schema, data flow and data model can be created (i.e., conversion (c)). All in all, knowledge conversions (a) and (c) need to be supported in this migration example ( Figure 18B) . 3. Identifying the activity coverage. As noted, the knowledge conversions pinpoint the generic types of activities that have to be carried out. Considering the knowledge conversions of this example, only family F8 can realize conversions (a), (b), and (c). This suggests migration of type forward engineering with gap analysis being a suitable choice for this example. Being an F8 migration approach implies that reverse-engineering process is not covered and understanding about the existing system can be achieved by consulting stakeholders, rather than generating the abstractions from the existing code. Figure 18C illustrates the resulting activity coverage. The business model transformation constitutes gap analysis between As-Is and To-Be business processes. Within the forward-engineering, process services are analyzed, designed, and implemented. Finally, legacy element transformation activity transforms the legacy functionality to service model.
Taken together, an approach similar to the one presented in [49, 55, 56 , 59] appears to be the most fitting one for this certain migration.
DISCUSSION
In the following, we discuss the possible threats to validity of our analysis followed by our additional observations. 6.1. Threats to validity 6.1.0.1. Internal validity. Internal validity aims at ensuring that the collected data enables researchers to draw valid conclusions [60] . This validity relates to 'how' the research is carried out, and whether the used methods are credible. One of the threats to internal validity of the study is that the review is mainly conducted by two researchers. However, subjective interpretations are mitigated by both following a systematic protocol, checked by senior researchers experienced in software engineering, systematic reviews and SOA, and validating the protocol using a pilot study. Additionally, we explicitly included only publications whose objective is to present a solution for migration. It is possible that a publication proposes also a solution for migration blended with other objectives so that the contribution on migration is not clearly represented. To mitigate this threat, we added some more generalized keywords such as 'reuse' in the search terms. To further ensure the unbiased selection of articles, a multistage process was utilized that involved two researchers who documented the reasons for inclusion/exclusion of every step as described in Section 3.3.
Another threat is appraising the quality of published research based on their report on evaluation of the work as journal articles and, in particular, conference papers rarely provide enough detail of the evaluation of their work because of space limitations in journal volumes and conference proceedings. There is therefore a danger that what is being assessed is the quality of reporting rather than the quality of research. To mitigate this threat, we contacted the authors of the primary studies and checked if there exists any publication stating or reporting the application of their approach.
Threat to validity of data extraction process is that the primary studies lack sufficient information for us to be able to document their migration approaches satisfactorily in the data extraction forms. There is therefore a possibility that the extraction process may have resulted in some inaccuracy in data. Nevertheless, we mitigated this threat through consensus meetings. In the data extraction process, each primary study was read by two reviewers. One reviewer acted as the main data extractor, while the other reviewer acted as a checker. Any disagreements were discussed in the data extraction consensus meetings.
Threat to validity of the analysis is in the general applicability of the codes used for characterizing and classifying migration approaches. An assuring factor in this regard is that the start-list of codes is extracted from our SOA-MF published in a service-oriented computing forum, after being peer reviewed by experts in the field [14] . This framework stems from existing theory on reengineering and architectural recovery while it is constantly refined through our coding procedure. This further consolidates its general applicability. 6.1.0.2. External validity. External validity defines to what extent findings from the study can be generalized [60] . Publication bias is a threat to external validity of this study in that the scope of our review is restricted to the scientific domain. The threat here is that very relevant migration approaches originated in industry, if not described in scientific publications, are not covered. Nevertheless, this threat is mitigated by our industrial survey on SOA migration on how SOA migration is performed industrially [8, 61] .
Additional observations
As a co-product of the frame of reference presented so far, our study yields the following complementary findings: 6.2.0.1. Reverse engineering approach to migration. Given the migration families, the number of primary studies in each of those families brings an insight about the current focus of the subject in the field. Families with the main focus on reverse engineering (i.e., F2, F3, and F6) initially attracted a lot of attention. The migration approaches in those families mostly take a reverse engineering approach to define methods, tools, and techniques porting legacy assets to serviceoriented ones. The families taking a forward engineering approach (i.e., F5 and F8), however, mostly elicit important knowledge about the legacy assets, and re-engineer them into services in a top-down manner. Interestingly, the families centering on forward engineering are more recent. Accordingly, we conjecture that although academic approaches are still dominated by reverseengineering perspective, there is an increasing interest in forward-engineering ones. In our opinion, this is in line with the shift in how SOA is perceived: from a technology enabler to a software engineering paradigm [22] . More precisely, in the SOA, hype organizations perceived SOA as a technology enabler that facilitates integrating their existing applications while now SOA is perceived as a paradigm that guides the development of enterprise services from existing assets. 6.2.0.2. As-Is driven migration. Given the two categories of bowl-shaped and arch-shaped approaches, we found that majority of academic approaches are arch-shaped. This implies that understanding As-Is state and modernizing As-Is legacy assets constitutes the common view on migration in the field. This further confirms that in academia the main focus is on modernizing legacy assets, instead of identifying ideal services and reengineering legacy assets to realize those services. 6.2.0.3. Focus on explicit solution-related knowledge. Considering the types of knowledge used and produced, we found that academic approaches mainly focus on explicit solution-related knowledge. This is evident in Figure 19 where most of the identified knowledge elements reside in the explicit solution-related square. This implies that, academic approaches mainly rely on how legacy assets are already implemented or how the services should be designed and implemented, instead of what problems or requirements that the legacy assets already address or To-Be services need to address. In other words, important tacit knowledge is mainly neglected. 6.2.0.4. Focus on externalization of knowledge. Considering the knowledge conversions involving tacit and explicit knowledge, the migration approaches cover mainly explicit to explicit and tacit to explicit knowledge conversions, but not conversions resulting in tacit knowledge. The former conversions capture the idea that knowledge has to be externalized, meaning that the tacit type of knowledge should be converted to the explicit knowledge. This, however, is not the only possible conversion. According to Nonaka and Takeuchi [11] , tacit and explicit knowledge should mutually interact. The explicit to tacit conversion, mainly centers on learning or gaining insight from the existing explicit knowledge. Only few approaches cover such conversions (approaches including conversion (g) in Figure 19 ). Interestingly, knowledge conversions that include learning or gaining insight from existing explicit knowledge are widely used in practice. This highlights the need for further research to support activities that embrace the explicit to tacit knowledge conversion. 6.2.0.5. Lack of focus on quality requirements. One of the main concerns of enterprises carrying out SOA migration should be whether or not the target service-based system can meet the pre-existing or envisioned quality requirements. Migration to SOA can have positive impact on some quality requirements and negative impact on some others. To support the quality requirements, a migration approach has to incorporate the identification, analysis, and realization of them. In other words, the quality requirements should drive the migration as well. During the analysis, however, we only found nine studies (see Table A .IX in Appendix) that explicitly address some quality requirements in their migration approach. This shows an important shortcoming because one of the key challenges of migration in practice is how to identify, transform, and develop services that realize the required quality requirements.
Research challenges on SOA migration
This paper provided an in-depth analysis of how academia perceives SOA migration. While academics mainly take a reverse engineering approach and propose methods, tools, and techniques to port old systems to service-oriented ones, enterprises take a forward-engineering approach, mostly by eliciting important knowledge about the requirements supported by the legacy software and re-engineering them into services that fulfill an ideal SOA [61] . The question is: why this gap between SOA migration approaches by academic and practitioners exists? In our earlier work, we have argued that this is due to the fact that academic approaches do not fit the fundamental problems, goals, strategies, and weaknesses of practice [61] . Having identified the theory-practice gaps, we now turn our attention to the future. Out of the results of case studies [62, 63] , industrial surveys [61] , and panel with experts [8] , we found out that, in practice, there is a need for SOA migration approaches that are simple enough to be pragmatic and have very wide applicability. The best approaches are those that are based on a gradual migration approach. They have to be in-line with the mental models of the practitioner, and eventually offer choices, possibilities, and alternatives for important problems that are typical in SOA migration. Considering this generic need, we believe the following represents major challenges for industry-relevant SOA migration approaches in the years ahead:
• Aligning risks, costs, and value with migration approach. One of the issues that was repeatedly stated by practitioners was the importance of risks and cost management in SOA migration decision making. We found risks and cost management to be in fact one of the main drivers of migration and influential on most decisions. This further confirms a recent interest toward risk-aware, cost-aware and value-aware methods [64, 65] that needs further research.
• Providing decision-making tools to support selection of migration solutions. Industry needs tools to support planning and decision making for migration. For this purpose, the practitioners indicated as very beneficial to associate the practices or extensions with typical risks, costs, and pre-requisites. This calls for empirical research studies to identify and isolate practices and associate them with important decision criteria such as risks, costs, and prerequisites.
• To-Be-driven migration approaches. Migration in industrial approaches is mainly driven by To-Be state, thus bowl-shaped [61] . Inadequate support for To-Be driven approaches in academia highlights promising opportunities for research. In particular, future research should focus on how to systematically elicit and capture the migration drivers and how to shape the migration process using those drivers.
• Legacy understanding without reverse-engineering. Often, the industrial migration approaches do not use reverse engineering techniques to understand the legacy systems [61] . The required knowledge is elicited from the stakeholders who own the knowledge. Elicitation of the knowledge about the legacy system, however, is crucial for a successful migration. In this regard, research can benefit practice by providing methods, techniques, or guidelines that facilitate elicitation of migration-relevant knowledge from different sources.
CONCLUSION
We conducted a systematic literature review, to obtain the categories of SOA migration approaches in the field. The analysis of 75 primary studies resulted in (i) 8 categories of migration approaches with respect to activities carried out, (ii) 21 categories of knowledge elements that shape and drive the migration, and (iii) 10 categories of knowledge conversions used to create knowledge. By consolidating and relating those categories, we defined the SOA migration frame of reference. The frame of reference can help practitioners to better understand the fundamentals of existing approaches as well as provide a common ground for developing new approaches better suited for their needs. Our evidence and discussion support two key conclusions. First, the dominant view on SOA migration relates to using SOA as a technology enabler that facilitates integrating existing applications, rather than a paradigm that guides the development of business and software services from existing assets. We conclude that additional research should be carried out to support the emerging perspective of service orientation as a software engineering paradigm. Our results could be used as a starting point for such research.
Second, from a knowledge management perspective, this article has found typical types of knowledge that shape and drive the migration. We further found that academic approaches mainly focus on knowledge conversions that systematize and capture information mostly in the form of models and make this knowledge available by codifying it (i.e., codification knowledge management strategy). In industrial practice, however, knowledge is also transferred by person-to-person communication (i.e., personalization knowledge management strategy). In such situations, it is essential for instance to support the knowledge transfer by having a centralized store of information about knowledge sources, like yellow pages of who knows what. Therefore, we conclude that further research is needed to bring the advancements of knowledge management discipline, such as personalization strategies, to SOA migration. In this regard, this paper serves as a first step in this new research area. The activity that recovers the inter-dependencies and compositions of legacy elements.
APPENDIX

ACT-BMRec Business model recovery
The activity that extracts the business domain models (e.g., business process models, use case models, business rules) from legacy elements.
ACT-DETr
Design element transformation
The activity that transforms the legacy elements to services.
ACT-ComTr Composition transformation
The activity that transforms the legacy architecture to service compositions.
ACT-MPTr
Business model transformation
The activity that transforms the legacy business models to new ones to be used in the service-based system. ACT-SrvAn Service analysis
The activity that identifies candidate services from business domain models.
ACT-SrvDsg Service design
The activity that focuses on design of software services and service compositions. ACT-SrvImpl Service implementation The activity that realizes the implementation of software services. Knowledge KN-Sol Solution-related knowledge
The knowledge that addresses the solution to a specific problem domain.
KN-Prob
Problem-related knowledge
The knowledge presenting the analysis of the problem, the problem decomposition, and the world in which it is located (problem space).
KN-Tacit
Tacit knowledge The knowledge that remains implicit in stakeholder mind.
KN-Explicit Explicit knowledge
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